From “the Book”: Cayley-Hamilton theorem over a Field
(Advanced Placement High School level)


I relate here a new proof of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem.  It works for matrices over a field.  In fact it works for matrices over an integral domain R, since R can be embedded in a field.  To me it would be surprising if some similar proof did not work even if there are zero-divisors.

I try to keep this material at "advanced placement" High School level.  
We assume that the concept of determinant has been introduced and its basic properties are known.  It is not necessary explicitly to have covered the permutational formula for determinant, or be able to perform a Laplace expansion.  The determinant of the identity n x n matrix is 1.  Considering the determinant as a function of one row, keeping the other rows fixed, it is a linear function: commutes with scalar multiplication on a row, and addition of two vectors to give a new row.  For high school, these determinant axioms are made explicit. Finally, if the n x n matrix has a repeated row, its determinant is 0.

The class should be familiar with polynomial algebra, have seen a matrix of polynomials, and comfortable with the function concept.  The idea of a polynomial evaluated at a square matrix can be developed concurrently.

We let X denote a fixed linear transformation of R^n, where R is the ring.  For high school we can write F^n using field F, or when F is the real numbers, complex numbers, or rational numbers.

Also since X can be composed with itself and other linear transformations, it makes sense to depict f(X) where f is any polynomial.  Thus as is the usual practice we can also treat
X as an "indeterminate".

Since we are working with a finite dimension vector space, X can be represented as a matrix        a11, a12, a13, ...; a21, a22, a23 ; ...; an1, ..., ann  which acts from the left on column vectors.  A basis for the column vectors is {e_i}  where e_i has a one in the i-th row, the rest 0's.

Now by definition,  X e_i = a1i e_1 + a2i e_2 + ... + ani e_n   so we get a set of equations (Table M)

0 = (a11 -X) e_1 + a21 e_2 + ... + an1 e_n   
0=  a1i e_1 + (a22-X) e_2 + ... + an2 e_n   
...
0= a1n e_1 + a2n e_2 + ... + (ann-X) e_n   .

The determinant of the n x n array here looks like g(X) = det (A' -X I) where A' is the transpose.   The form of C-H that we want to prove is just g(A) = 0 as a linear transformation.

Since g is a polynomial, this also implies that g(A') = 0 which is significant I guess since then you could by sheer logic avoid introducing the transpose at all.

I call the set of polynomial relations above, a "Valid Matrix of Relations" ... for High School purposes we should keep track of the basis elements {e_j }, always writing down the equations, instead of naked rows.

Next we summarize the proof.

We look at the set of n equations above, whose coefficients form an n x n matrix.  Since F[X] is a Euclidean ring, it is possible by using row operations on that matrix, to change it to an upper-triangular form, for which the corresponding set of n equations is still valid, and such that the determinant is exactly the same as before, up to a sign factor.
Next, in the resulting matrix, each row should be multiplied by the diagonal elements of the rows below it.  If this is done, it is possible by row operations only, to put the matrix into diagonal form, and the corresponding set of equations is still valid.  One observes that the 1,1 entry of this diagonal matrix equals the determinant g(X) of the original matrix, and that every other diagonal entry is a polynomial divisor of this g(X).  This implies that g(X) is an annihilating operator (or “function”) on all basis elements e_i, and hence that g(A’) must be the zero matrix as was wished to be proven.

Now we go into somewhat more detail on the proof, for pedagogical purposes.

First step is that we put this VMR into Upper Triangular form without changing its determinant.  This is done by employing row operations only.

Suppose you have a row c: c1(X), c2(X),  ... , cn(X) and another row d: d1(X), ..., dn(X),  where neither c1 nor d1 is equal to the zero polynomial, and where degree of d1(X) as a polynomial is less than or equal to degree of c1(X) .  The ring F[X] is a Euclidean ring, so there is a row operation (add a multiple of d to c) that reduces the degree of c1(X) below that of d1(X), unless c1(X) is already 0.  The above known Axioms imply (class exercises) that such operations do not change the determinant.  The only other matrix operations we need are the exchange of two rows.  The Axioms show that such an operation changes the sign of the determinant, so does not affect it for the purposes of this proof.  Then reduce the degree of d1(X) by means of a row operation from the new row    c’:   c'1(X), c'2(X) ....

Finally you get that C1(X)=0 ... and D1(X) = gcd(c1,d1)  .  Repeat this operation on all pairs of rows that still have non-zero entries in the first column.  These operations should be carried out on a 3 x 3 or 4 x 4 integer matrix in class.

All these operations keep the determinant the same (up to a unit if you interchange rows).  Put the remaining non-zero entry of the first column, also into the first row by a row interchange.  Now from Table M the VMR looks like (for High School audience, write out all the e_1, e_2 ... vectors being multiplied),  an n-1 x n-1 matrix

D1(X) * * *
0 b22(X) b23(X) ...
0 b32(X) .....
.
.
0

Now we may reduce the "b" block part working only on the rows and columns of index >1 .  Possibly switching rows we get B22(X) in the 2,2 position, and zeros elsewhere
in the second column.

Repeating this step again, as many times as necessary gives an upper triangular matrix with the same determinant as before, called W

H1(X) * * *
0 H2(X) h23(X) ...
0  0  H3(X) .....
.
.
0


Up till now, we preserved not only the determinant (up to +-1) but also the "F[X] module structure"  In other words  W still is a presentation matrix (not for High School) of the
original F[X] module.  The next operations will alter this, but we will always have *valid equations, when you stick in the vector multipliers e_1 e_2 etc into such an array as above.

Our goal is to create a diagonal matrix from W.  

There are operations or steps of two types.  Each type of step involves every column save the first one.  The first type of step or operation involves multiplying rows by a particular matrix element.

Commencing the first type of step, we examine the second column (column 2).  We multiply every row *above the second row by the diagonal element H(2).  Thus the first row is multiplied by H(2).  Since an equation may be multiplied by a scalar, or set of rows still define *valid equations for the linear operator called X.

Subsequently and consecutively we multiply the rows 2, 1 by the diagonal element H(3) and rows j-1, …, 1 by the element H(j) for j=2, … , n, maintaining a valid set of equations.

The resulting “matrix” is now seen to have the property that any *diagonal element divides all elements in its same column (need to check only entries above the diagonal entry).  Thus we may proceed to the steps or operations of the second type (zero out a column).

Thus to clear out or “zero” a particular column, starting from the last column (column n), we may perform row operations, subtracting a multiple of row j from row j – i , where I – 1 … j-1 .

Explicitly, we zero out the n-th column (except for diagonal entry) by subtracting multiples of n-th row from all rows save the n-th row.  Observe that these operations do not affect any other column than the n-th column.

Having zeroed out all columns after the j-th column, we proceed in the exact similar manner to zero out the j-th column, save its diagonal element.  Previous operations of the “second step” did not affect the j-th column at all, so in particular, each entry is divisible by the diagonal entry H(j), relabeling entries as needed.

After all these steps have been carried out we have a VMR, or array of equations, that is diagonal and looks like

(H1H2H3...Hn)  0         0 ... 0 
0           (H2H3...Hn)     0 ... 0 
.
.
0                 0     0                Hn


The 1,1 diagonal element is the product of the Hi (X) factors, which we may designate as L(X).  Now in the equation interpretation, we have L(X) e_1 = (H1H2...Hn) * e_1 = 0 giving the effect of the linear operator L(X).

But all other diagonal elements divide L(X) so for example
(Hj H{j+1}…Hn) * ej = 0, hence also L(X) e_j = 0   FOR ANY index j !   Hence L(X) must be the “0” linear transformation.  Thus the n by n matrix representation
of L(X) consists of all 0's.  And L(X) is the product of the diagonal entries of W, so is the g(X) = det(A'-IX) polynomial.

Any integral domain can be embedded into a field.   One may ask which commutative rings can be embedded into some Principal Ideal Ring?  More generally, a Hermitian ring in one where any matrix can be reduced by row operations to an upper triangular matrix.  Let a ring S be called “co-Hermitian” if it can be embedded into a ring T such that the polynomial ring T[X] is a Hermitian ring. Then the above proof works not just for R equal to a field or integral domain, but for R equal to any co-Hermitian ring.
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[If the “diameter” of a graph is >3, the diameter of its edge-complement is <3.]

